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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF WYOMING 

 
AMERICAN WILD HORSE   ) 
PRESERVATION CAMPAIGN,      ) 
et al.,       ) 
  Petitioners,   ) 
      ) 
v.      ) Civ. No. 14-cv-152-J 
      ) 
      ) 
SALLY JEWELL, et al.,   ) 
      ) 
  Respondents, and  ) 
      ) 
      ) 
ROCK SPRINGS GRAZING   ) 
ASSOCIATION,    )  
      ) 
  Respondents-Intervener. ) 

 
PETITIONERS’ OPPOSITION TO THE STATE OF WYOMING’S  

MOTION TO INTERVENE 
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Petitioners, American Wild Horse Preservation Campaign, The Cloud Foundation, Return 

to Freedom, Carol Walker, and Kimerlee Curyl (herein collectively referred to as “AWHPC”) 

oppose the State of Wyoming’s Motion to Intervene as of right, Docket Entry (“DE”) 26, under 

Federal Rule Civil Procedure 24(a) for the reasons stated below.  However, as explained infra, 

Petitioners have no objection to Wyoming participating in this case as permissive interveners, as 

long as they abide by the current schedule for briefing Petitioners’ pending motion for a 

preliminary injunction, and confine their opposition brief to ten pages.  

Intervention of right should be denied for the following reasons. 

First, the Bureau of Land Management (“BLM”) has categorized the challenged decision 

in this case as the removal of wild horses from the Rock Spring Grazing Associations’ 

(“RSGA”) private lands within the Checkerboard lands in three herd management areas 

(“HMAs”) pursuant to Section 4 of the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act (“WHA”), 16 

U.S.C. § 1334, and a 2013 Consent Decree between BLM and RSGA.  See DE 17-6 at 1 

(“Removal of wild horses from checkerboard lands within the Great Divide Basin, Salt Wells 

Creek, and Adobe Town Herd Management Areas (HMAs) [is] to comply with Section 4 of the 

[WHA] . . . the April 2013 Consent Decree”).  As such, this case raises issues regarding a 

consent decree between BLM and a private party and whether BLM can rely on that consent 

decree to ignore its statutory obligations under the National Environmental Policy Act 

(“NEPA”), 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4370f, and the WHA in order to permanently remove wild horses 

from both federal and private lands.  Wyoming is not a party to the 2013 RSGA Consent Decree.  

Nor, in contrast to Petitioners, did the State participate as intervener parties in the underlying 

litigation that resulted in the Consent Decree.  See Docket, Rock Springs Grazing Ass’n v. 

Salazar, Civ. No. 2:11-cv-263935 (D. Wyo. 2013).  Accordingly, Wyoming has failed to 
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demonstrate that it has the necessary “interest” at issue in this case to qualify for intervention of 

right.  See, e.g., In re Kaiser Steel Corp., 998 F.2d 783, 790-91 (10th Cir. 1993) (“[I]ntervention 

requires that this interest in the proceedings be direct, substantial, and legally protectable . . . the 

mere existence of a third person’s contingent interest in the outcome of pending litigation is 

insufficient to warrant intervention of right.”). 

Second, the State simply cannot demonstrate that whatever interest it does have in the 

non-federal components of the relevant Checkerboard lands – i.e., the privately owned portions – 

are not adequately represented by Intervener RSGA (whose intervention was not opposed by 

Petitioners).  Indeed, Wyoming candidly states that it has “the same ultimate objective” of the 

current Respondents and Intervener-Respondent RSGA.  DE 26-1 at 9.     

As the Court of Appeals for this Circuit has explained, “[t]he most common situation in 

which courts find representation adequate arises when the objective of the applicant for 

intervention is identical to that of one of the parties.”  Bottoms v. Dresser Indus., Inc., 797 F.2d 

869, 872 (10th Cir. 1986) (first emphasis in original; second emphasis added); City of Stilwell, 

Okl. v. Ozarks Rural Elec. Co-op. Corp., 79 F.3d 1038, 1042 (10th Cir. 1996) (holding that 

representation is adequate “when the objective of the applicant for intervention is identical to that 

of one of the parties”).  In fact, there is “a presumption of adequate representation” when “an 

applicant for intervention and an existing party have the same ultimate objective in the 

litigation.”  Utah Ass'n of Counties v. Clinton, 255 F.3d 1246, 1255 (10th Cir. 2001).  Therefore, 

to overcome this presumption, the applicant for intervention must make “a concrete showing of 

circumstances” that make the existing parties “representation inadequate.”  Bottoms v. Dresser 

Indus., Inc., 797 F.2d 869, 872 (10th Cir. 1986).   
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The State of Wyoming has not demonstrated how RSGA – the owner of the vast majority 

of the private lands at issue in this case – will not adequately represent the State’s  interests  in 

the Checkerboard lands within the Adobe Town, Salt Wells Creek, and Great Divide Basin 

HMAs.  See DE 26-1 at 9.  In fact, RSGA’s Motion to Intervene contains many of the same 

arguments as Wyoming’s Motion.  Compare DE 14 (RSGA Memo in Support of Motion to 

Intervene) (discussing, for example, grazing, the sage grouse, and rangeland resources) with DE 

26-1 (Wyoming’s Memo in Support of Motion to Intervene) (discussing, for example, grazing 

leases, wildlife, and forage conditions on the range).  Both RSGA and the State of Wyoming 

want as many wild horses as possible permanently removed from the range.  Given that the 

State’s objectives are the same as RSGA’s, Wyoming has not made the necessary concrete 

showing that the existing parties’ representation is inadequate.   

For these reasons, the Court should deny Wyoming’s motion to intervene as of right.  

However, as stated above, Petitioners have no objection to Wyoming participating as a 

permissive intervener, as long as Wyoming agrees to abide by the schedule the parties have 

already agreed to for briefing Petitioners’ pending motion for a preliminary injunction – which 

counsel for the State has advised this Court it will do.  See DE 26 at 3.  In addition, because of 

the extremely tight schedule – necessitated by Defendant’s inability to delay the proposed 

roundup beyond September 1, 2014 – Petitioners also request that if Wyoming be granted 

permissive intervention, it be limited to submitting a ten-page brief in opposition to Petitioners’ 

pending preliminary injunction Motion.  Petitioners request the page limitation so that they and 

the Court are not faced with 75 pages of opposition briefs – between the respondents and two 

interveners – on August 20.   Although the State’s counsel has declined to consent to this 

limitation, given that the State admitted they “have the same ultimate objective” of the current 
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Respondents and Respondent-Intervener, this request is entirely reasonable under the 

circumstances, and well within the Court’s authority to impose.  See, e.g., Kane Cnty., Utah v. 

United States, 597 F.3d 1129, 1135 (10th Cir. 2010) (“The grant of permissive intervention lies 

within the discretion of the district court” and when exercising this discretion “the court must 

consider whether the intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the adjudication of the original 

parties' rights”); S. v. Plumb Tools, A Div. of O'Ames Corp., 696 F.2d 1321, 1322 (11th Cir. 

1983) (“Discretion under Rule 24(b) to grant or deny intervention in toto necessarily implies the 

power to condition intervention upon certain particulars”); Van Hoomissen v. Xerox Corp., 497 

F.2d 180, 181 decision supplemented, 503 F.2d 1131 (9th Cir. 1974) (“The district court's 

discretion, at least under Rule 24(b), to grant or deny an application for permissive intervention 

includes discretion to limit intervention to particular issues”).  

CONCLUSION 

For all the forgoing reasons, the Court should deny the State of Wyoming’s Motion to 

Intervene as of right, and limit Wyoming’s participation to that of a permissive intervention with 

certain limitations.  

 

Respectfully submitted,  

 
     __/s/__________________________ 
     Michelle D. Sinnott (pro hac vice) 
     (Virginia Bar No. 85563) 
     William S. Eubanks II (pro hac vice) 
     (D.C. Bar No. 987036) 
     Caitlin T. Zittkowski (pro hac vice) 
     (CA Bar No. 290108) 
        

MEYER GLITZENSTEIN & CRYSTAL 
     1601 Connecticut Ave., N.W. Suite 700  
     Washington, D.C.  20009 
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     (202) 588-5206 
 
 
     _/s/___________________________ 

      Timothy C. Kingston 
      (WY Bar No. 6-2720) 
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Counsel for Petitioners 

Date: August 18, 2014 


